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CATHERINE VAN BRUNSCHOT

"I'M SUCH A MEDITERRANEAN GIRL,"

she says, leaning confidentially over her
wineglass. The comment takes me aback, made
as it is by my local host, drinking a local Côtesdu-Rhône. The Rhône River provides the view,
with nary a beach in sight.
We are in Arles, after all, ensconced solidly in
Provence, a town known for the Roman arena
that sits at its heart. A place where pilgrims
begin their long trek to Santiago de Compostela;
where Van Gogh created many of his most
famous works; a corner of the French ‘golden
triangle’ that includes Avignon and Nimes.
But Arles was once an ancient Greek colony
— and this Greek presence provides the first clue
to the town's Mediterranean link. For Arles is also
the fulcrum to a more amorphous triangle to the
south, from whence these early settlers came:
the region known as the Camargue, a sprawling
delta embraced by the Petit and the Grand arms
of the Rhône, which empties — into the
Mediterranean Sea.
Here the Rhône and the Mediterranean have
engaged in a long battle for domination: the
Rhône periodically overflowing its banks and
recalibrating its channels, depositing an endless
flow of sediment; the Mediterranean pushing
back through the soil with a salt infusion.
Fraught with difficulty for its human inhabitants,
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this land of brackish marshes and mistral-blown plains is a haven for 400
bird species, including a major colony of pink flamingos. A region whose
beauty lies not in romantic vistas of limestone peaks and cascading
vineyards, but in something more elemental and spare, the Camargue
breaks every stereotype that you might have about Provence.
Except for its ‘farm-to-fork’ dedication. Take Chef Armand Arnal, for
instance. A former protégé of Alain Ducasse, Chef Arnal arrived in the
Camargue after stints in Paris and New York City, to become executive chef
at La Chassagnette, a Michelin-starred restaurant nestled into a twohectare garden twenty kilometres south of Arles. Each week, Arnal leans in
with the gardeners who wrest the vegetables, flowers and fruit from the
soil to ask: what will be at its best in the coming days? The answers to that
question drive his menu of dishes bursting with flavour that comes from
mere hours off the vine and a twenty-metre commute. The La
Chassagnette picnic basket that we open in a field of sea lavender is
brilliant with colour and texture: a club sandwich spiked with smoky lamb
bacon; eggs mimosa dressed with herb pesto; sides of crunchy radishes,
mackerel rillettes, and lamb terrine; panna cotta crowned with a medley of
red fruits; and a tree-crisp apple crumble.
What brings a star-spangled chef to the edge of a salt marsh? "I came
to the gate and I fell in love," says Arnal. But a passion for connecting
diners directly to the garden's gifts is his true driving force: "We got a
Michelin star — it was important. But more important is building the
connection between garden and food and service."
A similar passion drives Chef Roger Merlin of Mas des Colverts cooking
school. Merlin's mission is to promote the flavours that are unique to the
Camargue and today he's demonstrating the preparation of Carpaccio de
Taureau. The featured ingredient — taureau — is an AOC (Appelation
d'Origine Contrôlée) designated meat, derived from the semi-feral black
bulls that are indigenous to the Rhône delta. The AOC designation requires
manadiers (ranchers) to graze their animals in the Camargue wetlands for
at least six months of the year. Thanks to a strict natural diet, taureau meat
is very lean, with an unbridled flavour that falls just short of gamey. The
proffered carpaccio is richly coloured and finely textured, the meat's
flavour left unadulterated but well-balanced by a crust of ground espelette
pepper, poivre gris and crushed coriander.
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By virtue of its leanness, taureau must be
cooked very little or very long. Chef Merlin's
preference is clearly for the former, but the
traditional dish of the Camargue is gardianne
de taureau: here the meat marinates for 24
hours in a mélange of red wine, vegetables,
and herbs before it is slow-cooked and
served with Camargue rice or pommes de
terre des sables (literally ‘sand potatoes’).
Gardianne de taureau is prolific on local
menus, but I find my favourite at La
Brasserie 2G, in the shadow of Arles' Roman
arena, where I mop up the rich, dark sauce
with chunks of fresh baguette.
Taureau husbandry is oft-considered to
be the Camargue's cultural soul, and gatefront signs herald the existence of 75
manades (ranches). At Manade Laurent, the
family — Estelle and Patrick, and Patrick's
parents Henri and Annie — are proud
gardians, members of a cowboy
brotherhood that dates back to 1512. The
Laurents have bred the fierce taureaux here
since 1944, but filling local larders has never
been their main aim. Estelle explains: "We
breed bulls here for the course
Camarguaise," a uniquely-French version of
bullfighting in which competitors attempt to
remove ribbons from the taureau's deadly
horns. From March to October, events occur
in virtually every town in the region and the
bulls — rather than their human opponents
— get top billing. The Laurents lay claim to
Goya — a bull whose image stands sentry in
the village of Beaucaire — and twelve Biou
d'Or (Golden Bulls). Such stars have careers
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of up to fifteen years before living their
lives out peacefully on the range.
But, alas, not all bulls have a head
for the fight: while each gets its time in
the ring, those without an affinity for
the sport ultimately find their destiny in
boucheries and Camargue kitchens.
As we admire the manade's bovine
luminaries, noshing on their lesser
brethren would be unseemly, so it is
tellines that we savour — tiny, delicately
flavoured mollusks served in their
attractive mauve shells. Tellines are
harvested on foot from the Camargue's
sandy coastline, a labour-intensive
process that requires fishermen to drag
heavy, net-girded combs through the
sand and up to a metre of water.
Perhaps nothing epitomizes the
Camargue's battle between river and
sea better than rice. Rice has been
grown in France since the 16th century;
its cultivation became an important
tool in the 1800s to combat increased
salinization of the land that occurred
after the regular Rhône floods were
contained by extensive dike construction.
But only after 1945 did rice come into
broad production. The young farmhand
who recounts this history to us among
the nodding rice stalks of Domaine
Ricard speaks with quiet pride about the
industry's contribution to Europe's postwar rebuilding efforts. Riz du Camargue
now holds the European Union's IGP
(Indication Géographique Protégée)
JULY–SEPTEMBER 2015 TASTE& TRAVEL INTERNATIONAL
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Restaurant La Chassagnette
www.chassagnette.fr
Restaurant A Fleur de Sel
43 Avenue Frédéric Mistral, Saintes-Maries-de-la-Mer

La Brasserie 2G
28 Rond-point des Arènes, Arles
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SERVES 4–6

Taureau Medallions
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MAS DES COLVERTS inn and cooking
school https://colverts.wordpress.com
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Catherine’s visit to the Camargue was
arranged by CCI DU PAYS D’ARLES
www.arles.cci.fr and hosted by Sebastien
Lopez of I AM NOT A TOURIST GOURMET
TOURS www.iamnotatourist.fr/en

w i t h R e d Wi n e a n d Ta p e n a d e S a u c e
BISON MAKES a very good substitute for the lean,
flavourful taureau beef of the Camargue.
Bison Sirloin
Tip Roast
800 g
Olive Oil
200 ml,
plus more
for cooking
Shallot
1, finely chopped
Garlic 1 clove,
finely chopped

1 CUT the meat into ½-inch thick
medallions. Combine with the olive
oil in a dish, turn the meat to coat,
cover with plastic wrap and marinate
in the refrigerator for 1 hour.
2 SAUTÉ the shallot and garlic in 2 tsp
of olive oil until softened. Add the
wine and beef broth, and cook until
liquid is reduced by one third.

Cornstarch
1/2 tsp

4 WHISK the butter into the sauce,
and taste for seasoning. Keep warm.

Black Olive
Tapenade 2 Tbs

5 REMOVE the meat from the
refrigerator. Sear medallions over
high heat for 2 minutes per side,
turning once.

Fond Brun or
Beef Stock
1 Tbs
Freshly Ground
Coriander
Seeds ¼ tsp
Butter 1/4 cup
Fleur de Sel or
Sea Salt

6 TO serve, arrange the meat on a
platter, sprinkle with fleur de sel
or sea salt, and drizzle with sauce.
Place the remaining sauce in a
small pitcher and serve alongside.
Excellent with roast potatoes.

Recipe courtesy of Chef Roger Merlin of Mas Des Colverts.
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Côtes du Rhône
600 ml

3 STIR in the cornstarch and tapenade
and cook over very low heat until the
sauce thickens, about 10 minutes.
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freelance food and travel writer based in Calgary.
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designation, guaranteeing its origin, quality and
adherence to environmental protection standards.
Camargue red rice is particularly popular for
its nutty flavour and pleasant chewy texture.
Tasty, too, are the rice beers crafted by artisanal
brewers La Barbaude and Biere des Gardiens.
Elsewhere in the Camargue, we see evidence of
the decision to work with the land's natural salinity
rather than to fight it. Tall white mounds, and pinkand white-hued ponds, attest to the salt production
that has occurred in the region since antiquity. From
March to September, salt water is pumped through a
series of evaporation ponds, becoming increasingly
dense as it crystallizes into a large mass, ready for
harvest. The prized finishing salt, Fleur de Sel de
Camargue is a more delicate matter. Created when
conditions of sun and wind are just right and tiny
flakes appear on the surface of the evaporation
ponds, these ‘salt flowers’ are collected by hand and
sealed into cork-topped pots that are signed by the
saunier who harvested them.
Our Camargue sojourn concludes in the
Mediterranean village of Saintes-Maries-de-la-Mer,
a resort dominated by its namesake Romanesque
church. Legendary as the landing place for Saints
Marie Jacobi, Marie Salome and their handmaid
Sara, the village is the site of an annual pilgrimage
festival held by the Roma Gitano people to
honour Sara, their patron saint. Tucked among the
souvenir stalls and sun-drenched cafes, we find
Restaurant A Fleur de Sel, domain of the vivacious
Chef Alexandra Middione. Born in Provence and
a fervent fan of all things Mediterranean, Chef
Middione draws on a fine arts background and her
Institut Paul Bocuse training to transform seasonal
products into edible paintings on porcelain. Her
menu specializes in revisitations of Provençale
cuisine, including bourride du lotte (burbot soup
laced with aioli) and lavender crème brûlée. I digress
from my local-food agenda to sample Middione's
signature appetizer: rosettes of salmon and endive,
garnished with an anise, shallot and orange zest
crème. Scallops and mussels are next, sided with
tomato confit potatoes and serrano ham chips.
A glass of Liqueur Camarguaise, with its infusion
of thyme and rosemary, brings me back to the
Rhône-Mediterranean amalgam. I sip, pondering
the tug-of-war between briny sea and freshwater
aquifer that unfolds invisibly beneath my feet.
Stars emerge beyond the church tower. For me, in
this moment, the Mediterranean is winning.
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Rice à la Camarguaise
DISHES COOKED ‘in the manner of Camargue’ feature local
products such as fish and seafood, pork, taureau beef and rice.
Onions 200 g,
sliced; 100 g,
minced
Olive Oil for
cooking
Eggplant 200 g,
peeled and sliced
Zucchini 200 g,
peeled and sliced
Fresh Tomatoes
200 g, diced
Black Olives 50 g
Thyme a sprig
Bay Leaf 1
Uncooked Rice
420 g
White Wine 1 L
White Fish1 4 fillets
Butter 50 g
Flour 50 g
Crème Fraîche
300 ml
Saffron a pinch
Lemon juice of 1
1

Sea bream, red
snapper, sea bass
or similar.

1 PLACE a skillet over medium heat. Sauté the
sliced onions with a little olive oil until onions
begin to soften. Salt eggplant lightly and
add to pan; cover and cook for 10 minutes.
Remove cover and add zucchini. Cook, stirring
occasionally, until the vegetables are golden.
Add diced tomatoes, black olives, thyme, bay
leaf. Simmer over low heat for one hour.
2 MEANWHILE, cook rice according to package
directions.
3 WHILE rice is cooking, combine the minced
onions with white wine in a saucepan. Bring
to a boil and boil for 3 minutes. Place fish
fillets in the wine mixture and cook until fish
is opaque. Remove fish, set aside and keep
warm. Continue to boil the wine mixture until
it is reduced by half.
4 MELT the butter in a medium skillet. Shake in
the flour and stir until smooth. Add the white
wine reduction and crème fraîche, stirring until
the sauce is smooth. Remove from heat. Add
the saffron and lemon juice to the sauce.
5 COMBINE the cooked rice, the eggplant
mixture, and half the saffron sauce.
6 MOUND the rice mixture on an oven-proof
serving dish, place the fish on top, and drizzle
with remaining saffron sauce. Place under the
broiler until sauce is bubbly and golden.

Recipe courtesy of Chef Dominique Valadier and CCI Pays D'Arles.
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